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IT15277 Did you know that AutoCAD has a CAD Standards Manager? Yes, there is a panel on the Ribbon under
the manage tab where you can find the CAD Standards panel. Consistency in design and drafting are very
important for maintaining and sharing drawings internally and externally in AutoCAD. The CAD standards
manager can help you check, correct, and maintain standards within your company. In this class, we will review
the CAD Standards panel on the ribbon and how you can use that tool to leverage your standards within your
company. At the end of this class you will be able to configure template files for standards, use the batch checker
to create a violation report and understand the use of the layer translator. You will bring back knowledge on how
to help your employer move forward in producing standard work
Learning Objectives: At the end of this class, you will be able to:


Understand how to use and configure CAD Standards Manager tools in AutoCAD.



Identify, change, and create standards files to define your company CAD Standards.



Associate a CAD Standards file with a drawing and check the drawing for Standards Compliance.



Use the Layer Translator to automate the process of changing layers to adhere to your company
standards.

Description
CAD standards play a very important role in design and drafting. As technology changes we must change in our
approach to how we apply a standard to our product and design. AutoCAD gives us the ability to design and draft
quicker and more efficiently communicating our ideas in a productive manner. This also can lead to a non-uniform
product as we have tight deadlines and the stress of our fast-moving workforce. Take time to understand and
develop your standard and own it. This class will introduce you to important standards tools in AutoCAD that can
help you become more disciplined and efficient with your approach and providing a standard deliverable without
losing productivity.
Your AU Expert
Sam Lucido is a CAD Services Manager and Senior Civil Designer with Haley & Aldrich, Inc. Within these roles he
presents workshops on CAD productivity to managers and users in both corporate and classroom settings. He
provides support on a wide variety of architectural, civil, mechanical, and structural design projects. Sam has over
25 years of experience involving production design and drafting, user support and standards coordination. He
continues to be very self-motivated and enjoys working in a team environment to accomplish project objectives
and create high quality deliverables. Sam has authored 10 articles in AUGIWorld from 2011 to 2016. He is the
owner and operator of CADproTips.com and is professionally certified in AutoCAD.
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Introduction
Whether you are a CAD drafter, CAD designer, or CAD manager I bet it’s safe to say you have heard the words
“You have to follow the company standards!” What if there was an easy way to help guide you along. A way to
help you get comfortable with a new release of software or comply to a new set of rules that have been put in
place. The CAD Standards Manger in AutoCAD has been around since release 9 but in my experience, is rarely
used. Take note of these tips as we dig deep into the standards manager and illustrate how you can implement
this important tool to help you standardize your drawings and designs. Making it easy to create a uniform
standardize product for your organization.

On the Manage Tab of the Ribbon there is a Panel named CAD Standards as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: CAD Standards Panel

On the CAD Standards Panel you will find the Layer Translator, Check, and Configure options as shown in Figure
2. We are going to review each option as we begin our implementation of CAD Standards.

Figure 2: Standards Options
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Creating a Standards File
The first thing we need to do is setup a standards template or templates (you do not have to have all in one file).
By setting up the template you will be able to check and apply the standards provided in the template to your noncompliant drawings or convert drawings provided by others to your company standards. Within the template we
will define text styles, layers, dimension styles and linetypes that are commonly used in all drawings. To begin we
are simply going to start a new drawing and add our standards to that file then save that file to a standards file as
shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: DWS Extension

Open up AutoCAD and create a new drawing and name it MY_COMPANY_STANDARD.dwg (shown in the tab
below. We are now going to add all of our Standard Layers, Text Styles, Linetypes, and Dimension styles to this
draiwng. Save the file to a secure location on your network where you can find, this would typically be a CAD
Standards folder where you may place your CAD Standards Manual. At this time we are just saving the drawing
file and not the Standards file (dws). We want to continue to work with the drawing file and also have that as a
backup as we begin to create our standard template.
You can also break this file up into different standards files as long as they have the DWS extension. Make one
standards file or as many as you like to reflect the different disciplines of work. You could have three different
standards files, one for your general company standards, another for a company standard detail, and finally one
for civil drawings.
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Figure 4 shows and example of several standard files created in AutoCAD.

Figure 4: Multiple Standards files

Once you have defined your standards in a DWS file you can assign those standards to your drawings and run a
Check. There are 4 major plug-ins we can configure as shown in Figure 5 below. These are listed alpahbetically
but we are going to configure starting out with layers and finishing off with Dimension Styles. We will begin by
creating a company standard DWS file containing all of our common standards.

Figure 5: The Plug-ins Tab
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1. Starting with Layers we are going to add and/or create a list of standard layers that are used for our
company. Copy your company template or add your standard layers in the drawing giving those the
properties of what you use within your company. We are going to add our standard layers similar to what
is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Standard Layers

Note: After you get your layers all setup save the layer state by slecting the bar on the layer panel or
typing layerstate at the command prompt. This way you can also export and import these layers into new
drawings. See Figure 7 showing the layer state bar on the layers panel of the ribbon.

Figure 7: Layer States
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2. Next up is text styles. We need to make sure we have the correct text styles in there prior to loading any
text based linetypes, this will save us a step. Create the following text styles in AutoCAD. We only have
one annotative style in there for this example and keep all at a 0 height for this example. Pay particuarly
close attention to the CSI-SHP and CSI-STD text styles. These are the styles that will control the display
of our standard linetypes.
3. Create the CSI-STD style and follow the steps shown in Figure 8. We do not want to make this annotative
or give it a height as the text height is defined within the linetype. Use the ltscale system variable to
change the size of the font.

Figure 8: Text Styles
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4. Create the CSI-SHP style and follow the steps shown below. Yes, we are using the wingdings font as we
want to have custom linetypes that use a shape. Most computers have the font wingdings and we do not
have to worry about transferring shapes to and from the client. Create the CSI-SHP text style as shown
below in Figure 9.

Figure 9: CSI-SHP file

5. This completes our text style creating. Keep in mind that certain clients may require there own set of text
styles therefore you would need to keep a separate text standards file for that client.
6. Linetypes can be loaded by typing linetype at the command prompt and loading all of the linetypes you
would need in your standard. We are first going to load some of the basic linetypes in AutoCAD; these
linetypes are not the ones that affect what we do but can be in our drawing for various site conditions and
are shown in the linetype example in Figure 10. I typically load general linetypes giving me the ability to
changes some linetypes to hidden and/or dashed a an example.
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Figure 10: Custom Linetypes

Next load up any company standard linetypes to our tempalte file. For this example we are going to load our
AU_Standard.lin file into our drawing as it is part of our standard.

7. Type linetype at the command prompt and navigate to your standard linetype file as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Custom Linetypes
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8. Select the file > Right-click > Select all > Load all linetypes. Note: These linetypes are controlled by the
text styles therefore we needed to get those styles in there prior to loading or we would get an error on
each linetype we try to load. Figure 12 illustrates our standard linetypes loaded in our template file.

Figure 12: Load up the lines

9. After the linetypes have been loaded go back to your layers and set those linetypes to the layers. Do a
QC of your drawing and check to see if you need any custom linetypes on your standard layers. For this
exercise we are going to change all layers with the UTIL group to have a custom linetype.
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10. Select the Utilities Layer filter (1) on our drawing and go through and change the linetypes (3) of the utility
layers as shown below (2) in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Set the linetypes bylayer

11. The last piece to our standardization is dimension styles. For this example we are only going to load one
one style but you can load as many standards files as your company has. A Dimension style named AUSTD has been created for us to use in our standard as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Set standard dimension style
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Save the Standards File
We have now completed our standards template. Keep in mind that you cancreate many different standards files
for different applications (i.e. Civil, Architectural, Mechanical, etc).
12. Save your dwg file to a dws file a standards file. I would keep the drawing file just for backup and
housekeeping items when you need to edit.

Figure 15: Save our standards file

We are going to start with text styles. Have you ever opened a drawing and you have many text styles? Names of
fonts and text sizes and you have no idea where they came from and to make it worse they cannot be purged due
to an object, linetype or some random AutoCAD feature that is holding on to it. This is where the CAD Standards
Manager comes to the rescue. Figure 3 shows a drawing received from a client and the fonts do not conform to
our company standard. We have several imported from Microstation and others we are not sure what they are
referencing. This operator has gone rogue! Good CAD practice tells us that we need to clean those up to our
company standard.
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Checking a Drawing
Let’s start checking our drawings. Let’s begin by opening a basemap that we received from a client. Move out to
the dataset folder and open 01-Basemap.dwg as shown.

Figure 16: Basemap.dwg

On the Manage Tab of the Ribbon move to the CAD Standards panel and select
Configure as shown to the right. After selecting configure hit the
sign and add
the My_Company_Standard.dws to the window as shown.

Figure 17: Add the standards file
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Move to the Plug-ins tab and unselect everything but the text as shown in Figure 18 below.

Figure 18: Text Styles Plug in

The file will be loaded into the CAD Standards Manager and ready for checking the text files against the current
drawing you have open. Figure 5 shows us the text styles that we created in our company standards file that we
are going to use to compare to.
The Figure below shows the comparison of our standards file to the new file we have loaded into AutoCAD. We
will not go through and change the fonts to our Company Standard.

Figure 19: File comparison
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Back out on the Configure button on the CAD Standard Panel select the Check. The
Check Standards Dialog box will appear and we will have approximately 6 steps to go
through to clean up our font styles as shown below in Figure 20.
1. The Problem: Review the text style in question and determine which one of
your styles would fix the problem.
2. Select the replacement style.
3. Preview the changes; a quality control that you are doing the right thing
4. As a CAD manager, you have the option to ignore this font. It could have been possibly required by the
client or made specifically for a linetype in the drawing.
5. Fix the problem. When selecting fix you will automatically be taken to the next problem.
6. The settings button. This needs to be reviewed prior to the fix and/or after your selection.

Figure 20: Check those standards
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The settings button allows you to control some of the notification and settings within the CAD Standard checker.

Figure 21: CAD Standards Settings

Select Fix and the text style will be replaced as noticed and you will continue to the next problem as shown. You
will continue checking and configuring until you get the window that the standards check is complete.

Figure 22: Check Complete
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This is a great way to eliminate unwanted text within your drawing file. You also can change the settings and mark
this as ignored as explained in step 6 above. If you are a CAD Manager you may want to ignore one font for some
specific reason and/or client request overriding your current standard. Text Styles are just one of the plug-ins that
are available with the CAD standards Manager. We are now going to move to the dimension style settings.
Dimensions
Following the same pattern, we previously used for text we are going to load up a detail. We have a dimension
style created that contains tick marks (1) and a non-italic font (2). Our intern created a detail and it looks as is
shown below and is not to our CAD standard. As a CAD Manager, I right away know that the dimension style is
incorrect.

Figure 23a: Dimensions incorrect

Our dimension style is just a little different, not much but we only have a few dimensions shown so there may be
additional variables out there that have changes as well for dimensions that we are not currently using.

Figure 23b: Dimensions checked and corrected
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Keep in mind we still have our standards file loaded so
we just must change the plug-in to dimensions. Move
back out to the CAD Manager Panel and select
Configure > Plug-ins > Uncheck the Text Styles and
check the dimension style as shown in Figure 24 to the
right.

Figure 24: Check Dimension Styles

Back out on the Configure button on the CAD Standard Panel select the Check. The Check Standards Dialog box
will appear and we will have approximately 6 steps to check while changing the dimension style. This process is
very similar to the font portion of the standards as explained in the previous section of this handout.

Figure 25: Check Standards
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Linetypes

Here we go again!! Survey came in and over 10 utility lines converted from another source and we need to
change those to our standard. Figure 26 shows several linetypes from an outside source that we would like to
convert to our standard.

Figure 26: Linetype Standards

The first thing we need to do is take our CAD Standards file and check that for the linetype we need to use for
those layers. Review your drawing, take a look at the linetype and its properties this will help you determine a
suitable replacement. For this example, I created a blank drawing file and loaded up the linetypes that I needed
to change as shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: Linetype Standards
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Close out of your drawing and open the drawing you need to convert the lines in. Let’s take a closer look at the
file and see what needs to be changed. We have 7 linetypes shown in Figure 26 that need to be converted to our
standard. Keep in mind when I say my standard I use linetypes that our current to a standard I created, your
company may have a slightly different result. Figure 28 shows an example of the linetype styles that we need to
change.

Figure 28: Linetype Violations

Now that we are aware of these linetypes we need to load up and configure our CAD Standards checker.
Move to the manage tab on the ribbon and under the CAD Standards panel select configure as we did for the
other plug-ins.
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Next we are going to select the + image as shown and add our and add our MY_COMPANY_STANDARDS.DWS
under the standards window as shown in Figure 29. We could create an entirely separate file just for linetype
and name it standard linetypes or something similar. The standards manager remembers what we added to the
DWS file and will check against those when we check the appropriate plug-in.

Figure 29: Add the Standards file

Move to the Plug-ins tab as shown above We need to only check this file for linetypes therefore we are going to
uncheck these leaving only the linetypes button checked. I am not concerned about the other objects at this
time. Hit OK. You have now setup your standards file to check your linetypes.

Figure 30: Check Linetypes
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Run a Linetype Check

We are now ready to run our Check. Select the Check button on the Ribbon.

After selecting check a Check Standards dialog box will appear as shown in Figure 8. You now will have 4 or 5
steps to complete while going through each line.
1. The problem will be listed in the opening window.
2. The replacement linetypes from our standards file.
3. Preview of the changes. I like this window as it displays a snapshot of what you are changing.
4. Hit Fix and you will be moved to the next problem. Continue until complete.
5. This step is for managers that want to ignore a problem. Maybe there was a special line or client
requested file that you need to keep within the drawing. If someone else runs the checker, they will see
that it was ignore by you.

Figure 8: Checking Complete

Figure 31: Check Standards
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When you are finished, you will get a nice dialog box that tells you the problems found and fixed and or ignored.
Hit Close.

Regen your drawing file and review the modifications. As you can see in the file the 7 linetypes have been
changed per your standards. Compare to Figure 33 to see the visual changes. I also launch the layer manager to
check to see if all the linetypes within the layers have been corrected as well.

Figure 32: Linetypes Standardized!
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The Layer Translator

The layer translator is a separate button on the CAD Standards panel. We have a new intern who decided to
draw up an access road detail (Figure 34) without consulting the CAD staff on standards. As a CAD Manager
when I see all colors “white” and different colors for similar features (i.e. dimensions) it typically means there
were some errors in layer control and some objects may even be on layer 0. The Layer Translator is one way to
ensure these properties are corrected and quickly.
From Autodesk Help,” if you receive a drawing from a company that does not follow your company's layer
standards; you can convert the drawing's layer names and properties to your company's standards. You can map
layers in the drawing you are currently working on to different layers in another drawing or standards file, and
then convert the current layers using those mappings. If the drawings contain layers of the same name, the Layer
Translator can automatically change the properties of the current layers to match those in the other layers.”

Figure 33:Access Road Detail

Let’s take a look and list the standard violations individually then we will use the layer translator to correct (i.e.
translate). I have selected the geotextile line on the map and highlighted the 3 violations in Figure 35 below.
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Figure 34: Standards Violations in the detail

Violations
1. Incorrect Layer Name. (Our standard is to have a prefix of 2 letters).
2. Color set to “white” and not to “Bylayer” (Bylayer is our standard).
3. Linetype set independently of the layer. (Bylayer is our standard).

To solve this problem, I opened up one of our company standard detail drawings and checked all the properties
and verified it was completed correctly and more importantly to our standard. I then saved the file as an
AutoCAD Standards file named MY_COMPANY_STANDARDS.dws. as shown in Figure 36. We are saving this to a
standards file so we can use again to check other details against our standard.

Figure 35: Configure Standards
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Next open the detail drawing the intern created. Move over on the Ribbon > Manger Tab and this time select
Layer Translator as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 36: Layer Translator

The Layer Translator window will pop up. Select the load button and browse to the standards file
MY_COMPANY_STANDARD.dws and load it up. Notice how your current open drawing layers are shown on the
left (Translate from) and your company standard layers on the right (Translate To) as shown in Figure 5.
Next up we have to check our layer translate settings by selecting the settings button in the lower left portion of
the window. The settings button will control what we want forced on to each layer. This is important as in some
instances you may not want one of these items selected.
Continue by checking the properties you wish to have translated. My preference is to check the first 4 and
leaving the transaction log and layer contents unchecked. In Figure 6 I have listed the descriptions of the options
as shown in the AutoCAD help file.
List of Options described from AutoCAD Help:
 Force Object Color to BYLAYER

Specifies whether or not every
object translated takes on the color
assigned to its layer.
 Force Object Linetype to BYLAYER

Specifies whether or not every
object translated takes on the
linetype assigned to its layer.
 Force Object Transparency to

BYLAYER
Specifies whether or not every
object translated takes on the
transparency assigned to its layer.
Figure 37: Settings
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 Translate Objects in Blocks

Specifies whether or not objects nested within blocks are translated.
 Write Transaction Log

Specifies whether or not a log file detailing the results of translation is created. If this option is
selected, a log file is created in the same folder as the translated drawing. The log file is assigned the
same name as the translated drawing, with a .log file name extension.
 Show Layer Contents When Selected

Specifies which layers to display in the drawing area.
It’s time to map our layers. The image below shows the layer Translator mapping setting.
1. The translate from section. Take your time and look at the names and properties of the layer you are
translating from and verify this is correct. This section shows the layers which are contained within your
current drawing.
2. The translate to list. This list shows the layers that you loaded from another file or created as part of
your standard. You can use the Map Same button to quickly map layers with the same name (that may
have different properties).
3. Layer translator mappings. In this area you can see the setting that will be converted after the
translation is complete. As you define your layers to map, they are listed in the box at the bottom as
shown. You can edit the properties on the news layers using the edit button, remove mapping with the
remove button, and save mapping configurations with the Save button.
4. When you are done hit the translate button in the lower right of the window. If you make a mistake
don’t worry you have the opportunity to save the mapping file and start over.

Figure 38: Layer Translator Mapping
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Your original detail will be changed per the translations you mapped. I left the background black in the image
below to visually show how the layers and colors change. Layers were purged and object settings were changed
to match our standard.

Figure 39: Layers corrected

Notes:
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Batch Standards Checker
We covered all the individual plug-ins for the checking CAD Standards but what if you wanted to check many
drawings at one time, or an entire project. You can do this using the Batch Standards Checker checking multiple
drawings for conformity to your company standard. We are also going to cover how you can generate a report
that displays the results of your check. The batch standards checker involves similar steps as the plug-ins. The
first is always to identify the drawings you are going to check. The second is to identify the standards file you are
going to use (DWS). The final part of the process is to run a check generating a report showing the results of your
findings. The Batch Standards Checker audits a series of drawings for standards violations and creates an XMLbased summary report detailing all violations. To use the Batch Standards Checker, you must first create a
standards check file (CHK) that specifies the drawings to audit and the standards files used for the audit.

Figure 40: Batch Standards Checker
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The Standards Check File.
When you use the Batch Standards checker to check multiple drawings you are required to save standards check
file (CHK) as shown below. Typically, this file can be kept in the same location or in an audit folder for the project.
The importance of this file is that you can re-open the file to review the settings and the audit report. You can also
add/remove drawings to check and change the template file. Similar to the batch plotting file (DSD) where you
can change the settings of the parameters that are being used.

Creating the Standards Check File.
1. Click Start menu

All Programs

Autodesk

2. In the Batch Standards Checker, click File

[Product Folder]

Batch Standards Checker.

New Check File.

3. On the Drawings tab, click the + button (Add Drawing).
4. In the Open dialog box, select a drawing to audit.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 to add additional drawings to the standards check file.
6. Click File

Save As.

7. Enter a name for the Check File and click Save.
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Starting Batch Standards
The batch standards program is separate from AutoCAD and must be launched from the windows start menu.
Hint: Below are the commands listed within the Batch Standards Checker.

Let’s begin by checking 3 detail drawings against our company standards.
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1. From the Windows task bar, chose Start > All Programs > Autodesk > AutoCAD 20xx – English > Batch
Standards Checker as shown below. This will launch the Batch Standards Checker Dialog box.

Figure 41: Windows Start Button

2. On the drawings tab, click the (+) button and select the drawings that you would like to include. For this
example, we will select all 3 detail drawings as shown. Click open and add all of the drawings that are to
be used within this design check. You can repeat the process and add drawings from a different location
if necessary.

Figure 42: Windows Start Button
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3. On the standards tab, choose to check all drawings using the following standards file. If you have not
added the standards file, click on the (+) and choose a standards file (DWS) to be used in this check
process. If we have already associated a standards file with each drawing, then we would check the first
option of using its associated standards file.

Figure 43: The Standards Tab

4. Add and/or check to make sure you have the appropriate standards file loaded. In this case, we know that
these are company standard details and we already have a standard file created for checking these types
of drawings. Load MY_COMPANY_DETALS.DWS as shown below.

Figure 44: Add the Standards file
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5. On the Plug-ins tab, choose the standards that you want to check. You can check dimension styles,
linetypes, layers, and text styles.

Figure 45: Check all Standards

6. The Notes tab is there for you to take notes. Please enter a description and date of the audit you are
running that way the project team can be aware that the drawings have passed inspection.
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7. Click Save on the Batch Standards Checker toolbar. This is where you are going to save your standards
check file (CHK) where you can re-open and or modify later in the design process. If you try to run the
Start Check you will be prompted to save the check file at that time. You cannot run the check until you
save the check file.

8. Click on the start check for the drawings. You can also press ALT+T. The checking process will begin and
you can view the progress tab to see what is happening.

9. You will see the data within the progress bar and when the process is complete, your browser will launch
a Standards Audit report.
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10. When the process is complete a standards audit, report will be generated. The Standards Audit Report is
an XML-based report summarizing the results of the batch standards audit. It includes descriptions of all
the differences between the drawings you added and the Standards template file. The standard audit
report overview is shown below.

Figure 46: Batch Standards Audit Overview
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This report is extensive and can be broken out into 6 main categories as shown in Figure 47. The following set of
images will correspond to the number as shown. We will start with Overview and end with All.

Figure 47: The 6 Main Catagories

1. Overview: Summarizes the drawings that were used in the audit, the problems encountered and those
ignored.
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2. Plug-ins: Summarizes the Standards plug-ins installed on the system that were used to run the batch
check audit.

3. Standards: Summarizes the Standards template files used to check the drawings in the batch audit.
Shown below is just the Properties of the standards, the report will list all of that standards that are
contained within your template file.
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4. Problems: Provides detailed information about each of the problems that were encountered during the
check. The example below shows the Steel Pole detail drawing that was added to the set. You can review
the audit and decide if you need to fix in the drawing and re-run the check.

5. Ignored Problems: Provides detailed information about problems that were ignored by the CAD Manager
or someone who was running the check. We did not ignore any problems when running the check
therefore nothing will be shown on the audit.

6. All: Shows the detailed information listing all of the items above.
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Review each page of the audit and go back and fix each of the drawings that are in non-compliance with your
standard. You can then open the same check file you previously created and run the audit again until you are
comfortable with the results.
Notifications for Standards Violations
In the Configure Standards dialog box, click Settings.

Figure 48: Settings
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Do one of the following:


To turn off standards notifications, select Disable Standards Notifications.



To be notified by alert, select Display Alert upon Standards Violation.



To be notified by the display of an icon in the status bar, select Display Standards Status Bar Icon

Figure 49: CAD Standards Settings

The notifications can also be controlled by the STANDARDSVIOLATION system variable. I typically turn this off
after I check the standards so users do not get the warning that the standards file is missing.

Figure 50: CAD Standards System Variable
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Specifies whether a user is notified of standards violations in the current drawing when a nonstandard object is
created or modified. Changes to the value of this system variable take effect only when Display Icons from
Services is checked in the Tray Settings dialog box. Enter TRAYSETTINGS in the command window to display
the Tray Settings dialog box.
Value

Description

0

Notification is turned off

1

An alert is displayed when a standards violation occurs in the drawing

2

An icon is displayed in the status bar tray when you open a file associated with a standards file
and when you create or modify nonstandard objects.

Under the settings of the CAD Standards Manager you can set the alerts there as well. From top to bottom 0 –
where 2 as shown below is the third button down giving you the waring on the status bar as shown in Figure x.

Figure 51: Settings

Figure 52: Status Bar Notification
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Conclusion
There are many housekeeping items and that you can take care of in AutoCAD by using the CAD Standards
Manager. You have now learned a few new tools that can help you keep your drawings in compliance with your
company’s CAD Standard. Take that survey file, fix the text styles, map the layers, and make it comply with your
standard. This tool is awesome for everyone. From the new user to the seasoned veteran the value of using CAD
Standards tools will be proven; especially to CAD Managers like me. With a little up front work you can save
yourself a lot of time and keep things consistent between design drawings making you more efficient and
productive on your current project task. Keep the investigation going and look for commonly used layers,
linetypes, text styles and make them comply to your standards by implementing new CAD Standards tools.

“Quality is not an act, it is a Habit” Aristotle
Learn Connect and Explore at Autodesk University 2016!
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